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Clipped Gaussian Processes Are 
Never M-Step Markov 
ERIC SLUD* 
Cornell University 
Communicated by the Editors 
It is shown that the level-crossings process of zeroes and ones corresponding to a 
stationary but not independent Gaussian sequence can never be exactly (m-step) 
Markov, although its correlation-sequence can agree exactly with that of a Markov 
sequence. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Univariate time-sequence data Z,, t = 0, f 1, . . . are often either recorded 
or analyzed in terms of the level-crossing indicator process X, = Z[Z, 2 c] 
(often referred to as the clipped or hard-limited process), where I[.] 
denotes the indicator function and c is an appropriately chosen level 
(Lomnicki and Zaremba [9]; Cramer and Leadbetter [2]; Kedem [S]). 
In speech signal-processing, where such methods are especially favored 
(Niederjohn and Castelaz [ 111; Becker [I]), nonparametric statistical 
analysis using empirical inter-crossing distributions is most common. 
Kedem and Slud [6,7] have advocated joint nonparametric analysis of 
counts of axis-crossings by finite-differenced processes derived from (Z,>. 
For stationary and ergodic Gaussian {Z,}, the clipped process (Xt} can 
be used to recover all (parametric) information about the correlation 
function r(t) of {Z,} [3]. A parametric approach suggested by Kedem [4] 
is to treat the clipped process as a (m-step) Markov &I sequence. The 
purpose of the present paper is to examine the compatibility of the 
assumptions (implicit in Kedem [4, 53) that Z, be stationary Gaussian and 
X, be m-step Markov. 
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The results can be summarized as follows. First, for every stationary 
(0, 1 )-valued Markov sequence { Y,} with mean f, there exists a stationary 
Gaussian process with mean 0 such that the clipped process X, = Z[Z, 2 0] 
has the same correlations as { Y,> and such that all Z,( Y,, Y,, Y,) = 
L(X,, X,, X,) for s d t < U, where L denotes joint distribution. Second, the 
level c is not uniquely determined from the correlation function rX( .) of a 
clipped process X, = Z[Z, 2 c] which has uniformly positive spectral 
density. Third, for any c and each stationary Gaussian (Z,} which is not 
i.i.d., the family { L(X,, X,, X,, X,)} of four-dimensional distributions 
differs from that of any m-step Markov sequence. 
These results are not unexpected, but in addition to their practical 
interest they give a concrete function-theoretic aspect to the much broader 
(ergodic-theoretic) question of which stationary stochastic processes can be 
represented as functionals (factors) of Gaussian processes. See McKean 
[lo] for an exposition of this problem from the point of view of Wiener’s 
theory of nonlinear noise. 
2. CORRELATION SEQUENCES 
Before comparing in Section 3 the joint laws L(X,,, . . . . X,,) of clipped 
sequences with those for related m-step Markovian processes, we ask in 
this section whether the correlation sequences of Markovian O-l sequences 
can be realized for clipped Gaussian sequences. If the strictly stationary 
Gaussian sequence {Z, : t = 0, f 1, . . . } is assumed to have mean 0, variance 
1, and covariance function r(t)=E{Z,Z,}, then the sequence 
X, = I[Z, 2 c] has mean p = 1 - CD(C), variance p( 1 - p), and correlation 
function 
rx(t) - R(c, r(t)) = 1 *&[ 1-“(~~):‘@(c)ld”, (2.1) 
c 
where @( .) and 4( .) denote the standard normal d.f. and density. 
Moreover, it is well known [12] that when Z, is clipped at its mean, i.e., 
c = 0, the correlation rx( t) is 
R(0, r(t)) = (2/7r) sin’(r(t)). 
It is easy to check that for c 2 0, R(c, .) is strictly increasing on the interval 
(- 1, 1). Therefore, by the theorem of Bochner [8, 1955, p. 2071, a given 
covariance sequence p(t) (with 0 <p(O) <a) can be achieved as the 
covariance ax(t) of a clipped stationary Gaussian sequence if and only if 
the sequence r*(t) defined for integers t by 
NC, r*(t)) = At)ldO), p(0) = @(c)(l - D(c)), c20 
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is positive definite. There are simple examples where this fails: for instance, 
if p(O) = $, p( 1) = &, p(2) = +, then the Toeplitz matrix for p(t) is positive- 
definite, while the corresponding Toeplitz matrix for r.+(t) is 
i 
1 sin(3n/8) sin(x/8) 
sin( 3n/8) 1 sin(3rc/8) 
sin(n/8) sin(3n/8) 1 1 
which has determinant -0.2. 
We are especially interested in the case where p( . ) is the covariance 
sequence corresponding to a stationary Cl-valued Markov chain; that is, 
where for t = 0, + 1, . . . . 
p(t)=a~(cr+fi)-*(l-cc-/?)“‘, O<B<ol<l. 
The Markov chain has transition matrix (’ ; a , fb). 
(2.2) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) For each y with IyI < 1, there exists a (unique in 
hzw) stationary mean-0 Gaussian sequence (Z,, t = 0, &- 1, . ..) for which 
X, = I[Z, 2 O] has correlation sequence rx(t) = y”‘. 
(ii) For each y with /yj < 1, there exists c(y)>0 so small that for all 
0 < c < c( y ), the Gaussian mean-0 process Z, with correlation-sequence r,(t) 
defined by R(c, r,(t)) = y”’ induces a clipped process X, = Z[Z, > c] with 
covuriunce (2.2) where CI + B = 1 - y and cc/(01 + /?) = @J(C). 
The Proposition will follow from two lemmas, proofs of which are deferred 
to the end of this section. 
LEMMA 2.2. For 0 < y < 1, the continuous function 
f(Yk~own(;)2’+’ l 
1 -$n+l 
(2n + l)! 1 + y2”+l 
is strictly positive. 
LEMMA 2.3. (i) For each fixed c > 0, R(c, .) is real-analytic on ( - 1, 1). 
(ii) Let S(c, .) denote the inverse function of R(c, a), so that 
R(c, S(c, x)) = x for all x E ( - (1 - @(c))/@(c), 1). Given y with IyI < 1, for 
each sufficiently small c > 0, S(c, . ) is real-analytic on ( - I y 1, ( y I ), and 
S(c, y I”) is a positive-definite covuriunce sequence for t = 0, + 1, . . . . 
Proof of Proposition. (i) the cases y = f 1 are exceptional limiting 
cases, y = 1 corresponding to Z, = Z and y = - 1 to Z, E ( - 1)’ Z, where Z 
is a single standard normal r.v. For IyI < 1, what we must show is precisely 
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that sin(xy”‘/2) 3 C,“=O (7ry1’1/2)2”+’ ( - 1)“/(2n + l)! is a positive-definite 
sequence for t = 0, f 1, . . . . However, since 
sin(nyl’l/2) = j’ ei” nTo 5 2n+1 (- *)” 
--I[ i 0 (2n + l)! 
l-~~~+’ dil 
xI*-Y 
2n+leil12 g’ 
I 
it suffices to show for each [y[ < 1, and all 1~ (-7~, x) 
g(y,J)r f ; 2n+’ 
0 
t-l)” 1-?4”+2 
(2n+ l)! 11 -yZ”+V12 
> 0. (2.3) 
?I=0 
Grouping terms in pairs in (2.3), we can write 
7c2 1-Y 8L+ 10 
- 4(4L + 4)(4L + 5) 1 + ysL+ lo - 2y4L+5 cos 1 I * 
(2.4) 
Therefore term-by-term differentiation gives 
-$ C(1 + Y2 - 2Y cm A) dY, 111 
=(-2ysinI) 2 i 
0 
4Lf3 1 
L=O (4L+ 3)! 
x (1-Y 
i 
8L+6)(1 -y4L+4)(1 -y4L+2) 
(l+y8L+6-2y4L+3cos12)2 
?c2 (1 -ysL+lo)(l -y4L+6)(1 -y4L+4) 
- 4(4L + 4)(4L + 5) 1 
(25) 
(1 +y8L+10-2y4L+5cos~)2 * 
which we now show is < 0 for 0 <y < 1, 0 < 1~ 7~. For this, it suffices to 
show for each L 2 0 that 
*+Y 8L+6-2Y4L+3COs~ 2 
> 
x2 
1+y8L+10-2y4L+5cosA. 4(4L+4)(4L+5)’ (2.6) 
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But the right-hand side of (2.6) is maximized in i E [O, a] at 2 = IC, and for 
0 <a < b, 0 <xc 1, (1 - x6)/( 1 -x”) < b/a, so that to prove (2.6) we need 
only show 
1 >4L+5 4L+6 1+y4L+3 3 
lizTTzz( 1 +p+J 4(4L+4;;4Lf5). 
This is obvious (using (1 + Y~~+~)/( 1 + Yap+‘) d 2) when L >, 1; the case 
L = 0 follows immediately from the bound (1 +x3)/( 1 +x5) < 1.16 for 
0 <x < 1. (To prove the bound, observe that the unique maximum of the 
function (1 +x3)/( 1 +x5) on [0, l] occurs at x* satisfying 5~*~+2x*~ = 3, 
so that x* > 0.72, and the maximum equals 3/(5x**) < 1.16.) Thus 
expression (2.5) is negative. 
Since (1 + yz - 2y cos 1) g(y, n) is a non-increasing function of 1 on 
[0, n], and since g(y, rr) =-f(r) is shown in Lemma 2.2 to be non-negative 
forO<y<l, weconcludethatg(y,;i)aOforO<y<l, 0<1<n. 
(ii) We have just shown for IyI < 1 that the spectral density g(y, 1) of 
the covariance-sequence sin(rcyl’l/2) is strictly positive on (-7c, 72) (see also 
the proof of Lemma 2.2). We use this fact in the proof of Lemma 2.3. The 
statement of Lemma 2.3 immediately implies for the mean-0 stationary 
Gaussian process Z, with covariance r(t) = S(c, $‘I), that the clipped 
process X, = I[Z, 2 c] has correlation function rX( t) = R(c, r(t)) = $‘I. 
Since Var(X,) = @(c)(l - Q(c)) we have cov(X,,, X,) = @(c)(l - Q(c)) y”’ 
for t = 0, &- 1, . . . . as claimed. 1 
Proposition 2.1 has the interesting interpretation that while clipped 
Gaussian processes can indeed have precisely the same correlation sequen- 
ces as O-l-valued Markovian processes, the level c at which a (mean-O) 
Gaussian process was clipped to give rise to these correlations is not iden- 
tifiable from the correlations alone (i.e., from y). As we will see in Section 3, 
a clipped Gaussian process X, which is not i.i.d. can be distinguished 
from the Markovian processes by the family of its four-dimensional 
distributions, 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Differentiating the series for f(y) term by term, we 
obtain the uniformly absolutely convergent (for 0 < y < 1) series 
f'(y)=(-n) f (-1)" ; 
0 
2n 
(2.6) 
II=0 
Grouping terms of this series in consecutive pairs, we find 
f(Y)=(--71) i? (;)‘“(4~), (;;y4L+,)2 
L=O 
(2.7) 
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Now for each L k 1, the term { } is readily checked to be > 1 - 7r2/30 > 0. 
On the other hand, when L = 0 the term { } is nonnegative precisely when 
O<y<y*~~-(~2-1)1’2=0.718..., where 5 = (1 + rc a/4)/2. Therefore 
f’(y)<0 for y<y*, and summing the series for f(y*) to high accuracy 
showsf(y)>O.Oll for O<y<y*. 
Now for y* <a<y < b< 1, we use the facts that ~~~+‘/(l +Y~~+‘)* and 
y(l +ydL+l)/(l +++3) are increasing functions of y to guarantee 
fita, 6) 6 V-‘(Y) sfu(a, b), (2.8) 
where 
.fil~W(l~u)2 -[:(l-:+.*)‘-11 
A&, b) -f/(6 ~1. 
For each of the intervals [uj, uj+ 1], j=O, . . . . 52, where a, = y* and 
uj=0.715+0.005j for j> 1, the numbers f(~~),f(u~+~), fUj=fU(uj, u~+~), 
and f. = f,(u,, uj+ ,) were computed to high accuracy (summed in double 
precision on the DEC 2060 at Cornell.) By (2.8), if f( .) were to have a zero 
in the interval [a,, uj+ r], then there would exist x1 <x2 in [a,, uj+ ,] such 
that 
and as long as fti < 0 and f(u,+ r) > 0, it would follow that 
ujexP(-f(uj)/f/j) <Xl <X2 d uj+ 1 exP(fuj/ftaj+ 1)). (2.9) 
We verified computationally (see Slud [ 131) that for j = 0, . . . . 52, f. < 0 and 
f(uj+ ,) > 0 and the leftmost terms of (2.9) were greater than the rightmost. 
Thus f( .) > 0 on [0,0.98]. 
A separate method is needed to show f( .) > 0 on [0.98, 1). This is based 
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on the observations (by direct calculation) that f”‘( 1 - ) = -3x2/16 < 0 
and that (defining x, - y*” + ’ ) 
X 
2n(2n - 1) x, - 2n(8n + 8) x; + (2n + 2)(2n + 3) x; 
(1 +x,14 
(2.10) 
has { > terms for n < 10 increasing in y on the interval CO.98 11. Using this 
to bound terms in the alternating series (2.10) above and below, and 
estimating the sum of absolute values of terms for n > 11 as being < lo- 12, 
we checked (again in double precision on DEC 2060) that the supremum 
of f”‘(r) on CO.98, 1 ] was < - 1.8. Since f( 1 - ), f’( 1 - ), and f”( 1 - ), are 
easily seen to be 0, this completes the proof that f( .) > 0 on [0, 1). 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. (i) First we define for each c>O an analytic 
function R(c,z) on D={zEC: IzI cl}. Indeed, 
Q(z) - Q(O) = Srn (exp(itz) - l)(it)-’ exp( - r2/2) dt/(271) 
-m 
defines an entire function on the complex plane, which agrees with the 
standard normal probability of the interval [0, z] for real positive z. 
Therefore, substituting in the formula (2.1), we can define 
NC, z) = 1 - P@(c)1 -l -h” i_,_ @(c)(f(s)@(c)) 
X 
exP[il((c-zs)/,/=)] - 1 e-,2,2 dt ds 
it 271 
XC 
iyc - zs)” + ’ 2’“+‘N2f((m+ 1)/Z), 
mTO (m+ l)! (1 -z~)@+‘)/~ (27r) 
cvcn 
which is readily checked to be absolutely convergent and analytic for 
IZI < 1. 
(ii) Our object now is to show for fixed IyI < 1 and all sulhciently 
small c > 0, that R(c, .) defines a one-to-one function with uniformly non- 
zero derivative (d/dz)R(c, z) on D, = {zEC: Iz( < Iyl}. But R(c, z) and 
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(d/dz) R(c, z) are evidently continuous in c > 0 uniformly on D,, and the 
special form of R when c = 0 leads to 
;R(~,z)=;(~-z~)-"~, IZI < 1. 
Therefore if 0 c Iyj < 1 is fixed, 1 (d/dz) R(0, z)l is uniformly bounded away 
from 0 on D, and the same must be true of I(d/dz) R(c, z)l for all suf- 
ficiently small c, say 0 < c < cl(y). It follows that the inverse function S(c, . ) 
of R(c, .) is a uniquely defined and hence analytic function of a complex 
variable on the region { R(c, z): z E C, (zl < y } which contains in particular 
the interval (R(c, - y ), R(c, + y )) of real numbers and the point 0 = R(c, 0). 
It remains to prove that S(c, ylfl) is a positive-definite sequence in t for 
0 < c < c*(r), where 0 < c2(y) <c,(y) will be defined below. First we remark 
that since I(d/dz) R(c, z)l is uniformly bounded above and below for 
O< c< cl(y), IzI < 1~1, and since R(c, 0) =0 for each c, there exists a 
constant K, > 0 so large that 
IS(c, z)l G K,lzl, for IzI < 1~1, O<cSc,(y). 
Therefore we can define a real-valued function 
h(y, 1, c) = 5 S(c, y”‘) eiri= 1 + 2 f S(c, y”‘) cos(At) 
,=-al t=1 
so that 
S(c, $‘I) = jr 
--n 
e%(y, I, c) 2. 
Now clearly h is continuous in c E [0, c,(y)] for each 0 c IyI < 1, and one 
can verify that h(y, A, 0) = g(y, A) defined in (2.3). However, for fixed Iy( < 1 
we have shown in proving Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1(i) that inf{ g(y, A): 
-a<n<7+0. Thus for all sufftciently small O<c< c,(y), also 
inf{h(y, 1, c): --71< A < rr} 20. But this is precisely what is meant by 
asserting that S(c, IyI ‘) is a positive-definite sequence, and we are done. 1 
3. THREE- AND FOUR-DIMENSIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
We show in this section that clipped stationary Gaussian processes 
X, = Z[Z, 2 c] which are not i.i.d. can be distinguished by the family of 
joint laws J%&, X,, Xs+(, X,,,,, ) from m-step Markov processes (and by 
the family L(X,, X,, X,,,) if c >O). Throughout the section, we let {Y,} 
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denote a stationary ergodic (m-step) Markov O-l-valued sequence such 
that rx( .) E ry( .) and L(X,, X,) = L( Y,, Y,). When ( Y,} is Markov (i.e., 
m= l), 
P{Y,= Y,= Y,+,=l} 
=P(Y,=l}P(Y,=lJYO=l}P{Y,=l~Y,=l} 
= (1 - @(c))[@(c) TX(S) + 1 - @(c)][@(c) rx(t) + 1 -Q(c)]. (3.1) 
When c = 0, there is a correspondingly simple formula (Plackett [12, 
p. 3551 for the clipped-Gaussian process probability P{ X0 = X, = 
X 3+* = 1 }; namely if c = 0, then 
P{X,=X,=X,+,= 1 } = Q( 1 + r,&) + rx( t) + rx(s + t)). (3.2) 
Therefore, when P{ Y, = 1 } = P(X,, = 1 } = 4, i.e., c = 0, and P{ Y, = Y, = 1 } 
=($)(l+ry(S))=$(l+YIS’) f or some y # + 1 (which follows from the 
Markov property and ergodicity for { Y,}), it is easy to see from (3.1) and 
(3.2) that 
P{x,=x,=x,+,=1}=P{Y,= Y,= Y,+,=l). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X, = Z[Z, > c] with rx(t) = yl’l, 0 < (71 < 1, where 
(Z,} is stationary mean-0 Gaussian. Let (Y,> be a stationary O-l-valued 
Markov chain with P{Y,=l}=l-Q(c) and P{Y1=lIY,,=l}= 
yqc) + 1 - Q(c): 
(i) If c = 0, then all joint laws L(X,, X,, X,,,) are exactly the same 
as UY0, Y,, Y,,,). 
(ii) If c#O, then the families {L(X,, X,, Xs+r)}s,,s,O and 
{L(Yo, Y,, Ys+r)}s,,a~ are different. 
Proof: (i) has been proved in the preceding paragraph. For (ii), we fix t 
arbitrarily and regard r(s + t) = g,(r(s)) = S(c, y”lR(c, r(s))) by Lemma 2.3 
as an analytic function of z= r(s) in a neighborhood of 0. Since the 
covariance matrix 
of (Z,, Z,, Z, + ,) is nonsingular, the probability P(XO = X, = X,, , = 1 } = 
P{&, Z,, and Zs+, > c} is an analytic function F,(r(s)) of r(s) (for fixed t) 
in a neighborhood of 0. Since the expression in (3.1) is also an analytic 
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function of r(s) at 0, substituting r*(s) = R(c, r(s)), to prove (ii) it suffices 
to show for some fixed t # 0 that (since rx(t) = y”‘) 
F,(z) 1: (1 - @(c))[@(c) y”’ + 1 - @(c)][@(c)R(c, z) + 1 -Q(c)] (3.3) 
as analytic functions of z on some sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 in 
the complex plane. (The point is that the real sequence r(s) as s + 00 
accumulates at 0, and if two analytic functions agree on such a sequence 
they agree on their common neighborhood of analyticity.) In particular, it 
will be enough to show that the derivatives at 0 of the left- and right-hand 
sides of (3.3) do not agree for some t #O. We will differentiate the 
expression 
Ft(z) = I<” 4(y1) j,y- U,r(,)),Jx) 4(y2) 
I 
m  
X 
(C-Y1g,(;))~~-).2(i-ggl(Z)I(I)VJ(l-r2(1)-22-gghi)+Zrgf(r)r(l) 
x $(Y3) dY3 dY2 dY1 (3.4) 
at 0, using the easily verified facts that 
$ R(c, ~)l;=~=~‘(c)/[@(c)(l -G(c))] 
; S(c, z)I;,o= @(c)(l -@(c)M’(c). 
This yields g:(O) = y I” and 
Fxo) =J& 1: I(:- .vlr(,)),m wl) KYz) 
x {y,yl’l(l -r2(t))li2 + y,(l -Pr(t))) dy2 dy, 
4(c) =JTqj [Y”‘(l - r2(f)P2 jm y14(Yl) 
x[ l-~(~-~)]dY,~(l-Y’~~r(t)) 
c-~~r(t) 
X jcm (yl)m(Jm > 1 dyl 
and after integration by parts in the first integral and some algebra, we find 
(3.5) 
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On the other hand, the derivative at 0 of the right-hand side of (3.3) is 
$*(c)c@(c) rx(t) + 1 -@(c)l* (3.6) 
Although (3.5) and (3.6) do agree if r(t) and r*(t) are replaced by 0 (the 
limiting case as t + co), it is easy to check that when we substitute 
rX(t) = y”’ and r(t) = S(c, ~1”) they do not represent the same function of 
z = r(t) in a neighborhood of 0. Since both (3.5) and (3.6) are analytic 
functions of z = r(t) in a neighborhood of 0, our proposition is proved. 1 
Remark. It is very tempting to perform the calculations of the 
preceding proposition by differentiating the multivariate normal orthant- 
probability formula (11) of Plackett [ 121. However, if his recommendation 
to use singular initial point K is followed, this leads to error. Consider the 
following: let (Z,, Z,, Z,) and (U,, U,, U,) respectively be multivariate- 
normal with means 0 and covariance matrices, 
P=(j H $ and K=[i J:-p2 ,/+I 
for 0 < p < 1. The probability Q3(P, c) z P{ Z,, Z,, and Z, 2 c} can readily 
be evaluated by independence of Z2 from (Z,, Z,) as (1 - Q(c))’ 
(Q(c) R(c, p) + 1 -Q(c)}, which is increasing in p at p =O. On the other 
hand, since K is singular with U3 = pU, + ,/m U2 a.s., @,(K, c) E 
P{ U,, U2, and U3 > c} = P{ U, 2 c, U, > c} = (1 - a(c))‘, and Plackett’s 
[12] formula (11) says 
x 1-Q i ( c(l-p+pcos6-cos*8 )I de sin8 l-p*-cos*8 
which for c > 0 is decreasing in p at O! The point is that @,(K, c) has 
discontinuous derivative as a function of p at 0, so that Plackett’s 
formula (11) is not valid as given. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let {Y,} be stationary, ergodic, O-l-valued, m-step 
Markov, but not Markov, and such that L( Y,, Y,) = L(X,, X,) for all 
t 2 0, where X, = Z[Z, 2 c] for a stationary Gaussian mean 0 process with 
variance 1 and correlation function r(t), and where c > 0. Then 
{UXo, X,, Xs+t)js,rgO and (L(Yo, Y,, Ys+r))s,rro are different. 
ProoJ: We observe first that the probabilities P{ Y, = a,, Y, = a,, 
Y s+t = a*} can be expressed as linear combinations, with positive coef- 
ficients not depending on s or t, of products of probabilities 
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q&)=~{Yo=B, (y,-m+,, . . . . Y,,=a} 
P,~(~~-~{(y,~..., Y,)=a, ym+s=8) 
over a E (0, 1 }“, where j? E { 0, 1 } is fixed equal to 1. Moreover, it is easy 
to check that the systems of sequences (r&s), BE (0, l}, aE (0, l}m)Sam 
and (P&)L,~ satisfy constant-coefficient difference equations which 
ensure that they are respectively finite linear combinations of terms 
s* exp( - rs) and tk exp( -At), where r and ,I are nonnegative constants and 
1, k are nonnegative integers. Also, ( 1 - @(c))(@(c) r y(~) + 1 - Q(c)) = 
c:,, .__, am-, = orl,(o: ,,..., a,-,, &)=Ci ,,.... ar,-,=o P(. ,..... a,-,.l), As). Therefore, 
for any fixed t as s + co, 
r-J.9 + t)/r.(s) -+ ec’.*’ 
for an exponent I, > 0 which does not depend on t, and the same limiting 
statement holds for rX(. ) z r y(. ). Moreover, for each fixed t, the 
expressions 
ws+t= 1, Y,=l, Y,=l}-[l-@(c)].P{Y,=l, Y,=l} and r,(s) 
respectively behave for large s like multiples C(t) and Co of exp{ -I,s}, 
and the function C(t) must itself be a sum of terms tjec” with ,I > I* > 0 
together with a constant term. 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, one can show that for each c > 0, 
R(c, .) and S(c, .) are defined and differentiable (we do not use analyticity 
now) in a sufficiently small real neighborhood of 0. Using the derivatives of 
R(c, .) and S(c, .) given after (3.4), we conclude for any fixed t, 
lim 
r(s, + t) - r(sz + t) 
=exp(-&t). 
s,,s*+ ‘x r(sl I- r(s2) 
As in the steps between (3.4) and (3.5), it follows that 
lim [P{X,=X,=X,,+,= 1) 
*,.c! + co 
-P{~o=X,=X,,+,= l)ll(r(~I)-4b)) 
=@‘(c)[l-@($-$.!)](l+exp(--i,t)). 
Now this expression should be compared with the real-analytic function 
lim (P{ YS+l= Y,=Y,=l}-[l-@P(c)]-P{Y,=Y,=l})/r(s) 
s-02 
= ~62wt-@k)(l - @(c))1 1 . Cc(tYcol . PI y, = yo = 11 
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of t E (0, co). To conclude that the laws of ( YO, Y,, Y,+,) and of 
(X0, X,, X,,,) are not identical for all s and t, it sufhces to observe that 
when r,(t) is a finite sum of polynomials times negative-exponentials, the 
function 
[l --@(ccl -r(t)][l -r’(t)]-“‘)] .(l +e-“*‘) 
cannot be of the same form, where r(t) is defined by r*(t) = R(c, r(t)), 
unless c = 0. 1 
To prove the claim in our title, it remains for us only to examine the 
four-dimensional distributions of the O-l processes arising from clipping 
stationary Gaussian processes at their means and to compare with 
four-dimensional distributions for Markov sequences. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X, = I[Z, 2 0] with r,(t) = yl’l, 0 c 1~1 < 1, 
where {Z,) is stationary mean-0 Gaussian. Let { Y,) be a stationary 
O-l-valued Markou chain with P{ Y,, = 1 } = $, P{ Y, = 1 1 Y, = 1 } = f( 1+ 7). 
Then the families {L(~~,X,,~,+,,~,+,+,)},,,,,, and {L(Y,, Y,, Ys+t, 
Y s+t+u)js,r,ur~ are &Prent. 
Proof: As in Proposition 3.1, let g,(z) = S(0, yl’lR(O, z)) in a 
neighborhood in the complex plane of z = 0. Then g,(r(u)) = r(u + t) and 
g,+,(r(u)) = r(s+ t + u) for s, t >,O and sufficiently large a, where 
r(x) z sin(7ryi”‘/2). Exactly as in deriving (3.5) from (3.4), one expresses 
P{.G, Z,, Zs+f, and Z s +, +,, 2 0) as a function F,,,(z) of z = r(u) for fixed 
positive s and t and calculates 
x (det D(s, t))-“* exp 
where Y’= (Y,, Y,, YJ and 
14 ERIC SLUD 
Changing variables by v = D(s, f))‘12 y in (3.7), we have 
x as, t)r1’2 V4(VI)4(U2)4(UJ LA,. (3.8) 
To prove our proposition, it s&ices to show that F:.,,(O) is not identically 
equal as a function of S, t 2 0 to the derivative at 0 of P{ Y0 = Y, = Y, + t = 
Y s+t+u = 1 } considered as a function of z = T(U). That is, it sufftces to 
compare (3.8) with 
f ~(l+~‘)(l+Y’)(I+~arcsin(z) 
i )il 2=0 
=&(l +y”)(l +y’). (3.9) 
The observation that (3.8) and (3.9) are not identically equal completes 
the proof. 1 
Taken together, Propositions 3.1-3.3 prove the claim of the title. 
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